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"This book by Candelas Gala represents an apex in the field of Hispanic studies. Few researchers have even attempted, within a demarcated field, such an encompassing project as this book carries out. Its pages, one after another, lead us to the conviction that we are before an intelligence that is exceptional as well as dazzling. The author’s capacity to delve deeply and analyze each theme of her research, and to carry each facet to its farthest consequences, makes this book obvious food for the most demanding intellectual appetites."

- Clara Janés, world-renowned poet of Arcángel de sombra

About the book

Poets and artists create works that astound and move us, but what is the nature of their creative process? How do thought and reality, the physical and the psychological, interact in their work? How do they use body and mind, emotions and cognition, the objective and the subjective, to reconcile the self and the world, art and reality? Creative Cognition and the Cultural Panorama of Twentieth Century-Spain is a multidisciplinary study of poets, plastic artists, and philosophers mainly from twentieth-century Spain. It focuses on the creative state as the nucleus of the artist’s work as it brings forth cognitive experiences that are out of the ordinary realm of knowledge about the self, art, and the world. Not a strictly neurobiological approach, it takes cognitive science as a point of departure to explore the mental processes and structures that underline creative thinking.

CONTENTS

Introduction
1. Creative Convulsion: José María Hinojosa and La flor de California
2. Creative Dialectics: José Moreno Villa and Jacinta la pelirroja
4. Creative Beatitude: Jorge Guillén and Baruch Spinoza
5. Creative Quietude. A Transdisciplinary Encounter: Clara Janés, Eduardo Chillida, and María Zambrano
6. Creative Artifacts: Agustín Fernández Mallo’s Post-Poetry Proposal (sharing thoughts with Wittgenstein)

Closing Remarks

Candelas Gala is Charles E. Taylor Professor of Romance Languages at Wake Forest University, USA. She has authored books and essays on Federico García Lorca and on twentieth-century Spanish poetry in general. Her most recent book, Poetry, Physics, and Painting in Twentieth-Century Spain (2011) is forthcoming in Spanish translation from Anthropos, Spain.
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